MONDAY: 15.10.2018: NATIONAL

05.27 Signature Image संकेत-चित्र ध्वनि
05.27.30 Vande Mataram वन्दे मातरम्
05.30 Suprabhat – Classical Vocal, Recital- Devi Stuti, Artist- Gangu Bai Hangal, Raag- Jogia (Mata Bhawani) – DD Archives

06.00 Lores & Legends (Ramleela) Ep. 02/06
06.30 Yogabhayas (Artist- Yamini Muthanna) Ep. 06/26
06.59.50 Thought for the Day आज का विचार

07.00 Cine Sangeet Ep. 138
07.57 Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)
08.00 Fit Rahe Sada Ep. 26

08.30 Nai Drishti Nai Raah: Series Ep. 1341/1404
09.00 ‘Indomitable Spirit’ – Interaction with Tribal Students by Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam (Formel President of India) – DD Archives
09.28 Ya Devi Sarvabhuteshu (Spot on Navratri) Source - DDK Delhi
09.30 Yog Vigyan Ep. 29/42

10.00 New India Sankalp – DDK Delhi Ep. 76 (repeat)
10.30 Contd…
10.57 Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)
11.00 Shakti (Source – DDK Delhi)
11.30 Contd…
12.00 Kashmakash Zindagi Ki Ep. 192/577

12.30 Aye Dil-E-Nadan Ep. 212/228
12.28 Ya Devi Sarvabhuteshu (Spot on Navratri) Source - DDK Delhi
13.00 Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan Ep. 43/305
13.30 Zindagi Ek Bhanwar Ep. 33/335

14.00 Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 11
14.27 Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)
14.30 Shama Ep. 205/390

15.00 Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series Ep. 61
15.30 Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series Ep. 62

16.00 Good Evening India

Handwash for Healthy Life: Discussion on Occasion of Global Handwash Day
Experts: Dr. Pushpendra Kumar Verma, Consultant Lady Harding Medical College
Dr. Piyush Ranjan, Associate Professor, AIIMS
Sh. Ravindra Vohra, WASH
TV Report on NHRC Foundation Day Conclave
16.55 SOS
17.00 Batein Filmon Ki – Film based programme
बातें फिल्मों की
17.25 SOS
17.30 Programme on Dr. Online – Live – Ep. 68
Topic: Health and Hygiene
Experts: Dr. Sila Deb, Deputy Commissioner & Incharge, Child Health and Immunization, MOHFW, GOI
Dr. Gagan Gupta, Health Specialist, UNICEF, New Delhi
Script & Voice Over: AV Capsule by anand Srivastava
Anchor: Amit Arora
Producer: Vinod Malhotra
17.55 SOS
17.58 Ya Devi Sarvabhuteshu (Spot on Navratra) Source - DDK Delhi
18.00 New India Sankalp – Live from DDK Delhi Ep. 77
18.30 Live Contd…
18.57 Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)
19.00 Monday- Funday Hindi Feature Film “One Two Three”: casting – Sunil Shetty, Tushar Kapoor, Paresh Rawal etc. – [Director: Ashwni Dhir]
20.00 Film Contd…
21.00 Film Contd…
21.30 Batein Filmon Ki – Film based programme [repeat of 15.10.2018 at 17.00 hrs.]
बातें फिल्मों की
21.58 Ya Devi Sarvabhuteshu (Spot on Navratra) Source - DDK Delhi
22.00 New India Sankalp – DDK Delhi Ep. 77 (repeat)
22.30 Contd…
22.57 Spot - Mission Gange (Source – DDK Delhi)
23.30 Durga Aaradhna (Special prog. on Navratra) [Prod. Jyoti Singh]

16.10.2018: TUESDAY [मंगऱवार]
00.00 Kashmakash Zindagi Ki Ep. 192/577
00.30 Aye Dil-E-Nadan Ep. 212/228
01.00 Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan Ep. 43/305
01.30 Zindagi Ek Bhanwar Ep. 33/335
02.00 Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 11
02.30 Shama Ep. 205/390
03.00 ‘Indomitable Spirit’ – Interaction with Tribal Students by Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam (Formel President of India) – DD Archives
03.30 Suprabhat – Classical Vocal, Recital- Devi Stuti, Artist- Gangu Bai Hangal, Raag- Jogia (Mata Bhwani) – DD Archives
04.00 Yogahhyas(Artist- Yamini Muthanna) Ep. 06/26
04.30 Lores & Legends (Ramleela) Ep. 02/06
05.00 Aaradhna